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Introduction
Internet of things (IoT) is a network of connected devices, embedded in physical environment. These
things connect to the network to provide information they gather from the sensors. The connected
things can be the devices well known to you or some new, purpose-built devices. The three key aspects
of IoT architecture are the sensors - where the data originates, the gateway device which will bridge the
gap between the sensors and the cloud server, and the cloud server - which will store and process the
data. WebNMS IoT platform, an enterprise scale application enablement platform that maximizes the
potential of connected business infrastructure has the capabilities to acquire, store, and process the
data received from the sensors. It is a mature, unified platform that provides high-volume, high-drill
down Internet of Things services across enterprises.
WebNMS IoT supported hardware deployment guide details the procedure involved in onboarding and
deploying the Cloudgate. This document includes the following:



Initial setup of the device - Details the procedure on how to start the device, update the date
and time settings, and onboarding the device in the WebNMS server.
Compatible sensors - Lists all the sensors that are applicable with the Cloudgate device.

Product Support
For sale queries, send e-mail to iot-eval@webnms.com.
For technical support queries, send e-mail to iot-support@webnms.com.
For contact information, refer to our Contact page.

IoT Structure
IoT is a network of tiny innovations like the sensors which can be attached to possibly anything available
and then make them communicate with the cloud server without any human interaction. So, the
question is how to make this happen? Well the answer is to attach a sensor to this is the Cloudgate
device about which we will be discussing in the coming sections. Cloudgate device with the installed
EdgeX agent helps the users to acquire, store, process, and take actions on any kind of data from the
device to the cloud server.
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Figure 1 : Communication between sensors, gateway, and cloud server

Sensors - Tiny innovations that can be attached to anything and then with some additional
help, can be made to communicate with the internet. Sensors play a pivotal role in the IoT
infrastructure.
Gateway device - A gateway device is nothing but a piece of hardware bridging the gap
between the sensors and the IoT platform. This guide details about a Cloud Gate device which
is integrated with EdgeX agent to help the sensors communicate the data to the cloud server.
EdgeX agent - A revolutionary agent by Symphony IoT that makes the devices IoT enabled and
help them to seamlessly discover, acquire, and process immense data smoothly.
Cloud Server - A virtual but logical server that is built, hosted and delivered through cloud
computing platform and can be accessed remotely.
Sensors are deployed at the remote location so that they can detect any changes in the
environment and notify the user for the occurred changes. These changes are then captured
and pushed to the cloud server. Multi-purpose EdgeX agent bridges the gap between the
sensors installed at the remote location and the cloud server. The agent when pushed to the
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gateway device ensures that the communication establishes between the sensors and the
cloud server.
Sensors are made to communicate with the cloud server with the help of the EgdeX agent that
is integrated with the Cloud Gate device. Data is collected, translated, and then transferred to
the cloud server from the sensors via the Cloud Gate device.
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Cloudgate Gateway Device
System Requirements


Hardware Requirements



Software Requirements

Cloud Gate is an IoT gateway device which can communicate with the sensors and the cloud server using
the different interfaces. This gateway device comes in various different models based on their
deployment zones. Below given are some requirements for any Cloud Gate device to work properly in
the specific deployment zones. The device can be mounted in two ways i.e. wall mounting and the DIN
rail mounting (Both ways of mounting the Cloud Gate device are explained in the Hardware requirement
section).
Regardless of the region of deployment, the Cloud Gate device must be protected against dust, water
etc. The device must be installed in environment safe boxes like the IP67 or the IP65.

Hardware Requirements
Cloud Gate device comes with a variety of different expansion cards that can be used with the device. In
this guide we will discuss about the telematics expansion card which will be used for the majority of the
deployments done (for more details on the telematics expansion card, refer
to https://cloudgateuniverse.com/dashboard). To work with the expansion cards, few of the jumper
settings are to be done based on the selection of the signals. Refer to the jumper section in the Cloud
Gate universe for a detailed explanation about the jumper settings for individual kind of sensors like DI,
DO, AI, RS485/MODBUS etc. (follow this link https://cloudgateuniverse.com/dashboard)

Note: The Cloud Gate universe link works only with the latest version of IE, Mozilla
firefox, and Chrome. An error will appear on the screen if the browser version is
outdated.
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Given below are some basic operating conditions for any new Cloud Gate device based on their
deployment zones.
Storage
Conditions

Humidity
Conditions

Operating
conditions

Deployment
Zones

Quantity

Part
number

- 40° C to +
70°C

5% to 95%

- 30° C to +
70° C

US

1

CG019211897

- 40° C to +
85 ° C

5% to 95%

- 30° C to +
70° C

Japan and
Asia Pacific

1

CG012211978

- 40° C to +
85 ° C

5% to 95%

- 30° C to +
70° C

Eastern and
1
Asian

CG011211938

2.

Telematics card
with CAN I/O
Expander

-

-

-

-

1

CG510611984

3.

Telematics card
IO connector
(9x2)

-

-

-

-

1

1008837

4.

Pre-crimped
cables for
telematics card
I/O connector
(300mm,
20AWG)

-

-

-

-

10

1008836

S.No.

1.

Item Name

Cloud Gate 3G

The two ways of mounting the Cloud Gate device based on your requirements, i.e. Wall mounting and
DIN rail mounting.
Wall mounting
Cloud Gate device can be wall mounted with six screws. The manufacturer recommends to use screws
with thickness of 4mm and minimum length of 30mm (M4X30mm). Six holes are available on the Cloud
Gate device for installing the device with the six screws.
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Figure 2 : Wall mounting for Cloud Gate

DIN Rail mounting
Cloud Gate device can be mounted on a DIN rail using two DIN rail adaptors. The DIN rail adaptors are to
be installed to the Cloud Gate device with the help of M4 nuts and bolts. As per the manufacturer
recommendations, the adaptors should be purchased from any of the three following companies i.e.
Pheonix Contact, DSB Marketing, or Hammond.
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Figure 3 : DIN rail mounting for Cloud Gate

Software Requirements




Cloud Gate firmware version 2.58 which is compatible with the EdgeX agent firmwareshould be
pre-installed in the device
EdgeX agent firmware
Note: Cloud Gate device should have an uninterrupted power supply. If there is a possibility of

some power interruptions, then there should be provisions of back-up power supply. Cloud
Gate device can also be connected to a battery in case of power interruptions. The Cloud Gate
device operates on DC power provided by a DC power supply or by an AC power adapter. Only
use power supplies in the range 9V to 33V DC and make sure that the product is installed near
a power outlet that is easily accessible.
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Prepare the CloudGate Device


Overview



Update the CloudGate Firmware



Update the EdgeX Firmware



Update the date, time, and NTP server settings



Update the Interface Settings



Onboarding the Gateway in WebNMS

Overview
EdgeX firmware must be installed and setup properly in the Cloudgate device for it to work efficiently.
This section of the document provides the steps involved in preparing the Cloudgate device with the
EdgeX firmware.

Update the CloudGate firmware
1. Power on the CloudGate device and connect one to one using an ethernet cable to a laptop.
2. Load 192.168.1.1 in web browser and login with the user name as 'admin' and password as
'admin'.

3. Navigate to the Home tab on the screen and check the firmware version under the System
Information section.
11
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4. If the correct firmware version is not installed, navigate to the Provisioning tab and click upload
device provisioning file.
5. Upload the recommended version of the firmware. It will take 2-3 mins to upload, and the
Cloudgate device will reboot.
6. Login with the same credentials after the reboot process.
7. Navigate to Provisioning tab and under Settings, click No on Enable automatic provisioning so
that the Cloudgate device won't check for updates automatically.
8. Click Save changes.
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Note: E-mail to iot-support@webnms.com to get the details on the current
recommended CloudGate firmware version.

Download the CloudGate firmware
If the firmware version already installed to the Cloud Gate is not one recommended
with the EdgeX agent, follow the procedure as given below to install the
recommended firmware version.
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1.

Create an account in the https://cloudgateuniverse.com/.

2.

Download the recommended firmware version from the following link
https://cloudgateuniverse.com/library/firmware.
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Upload the EdgeX Firmware
The EdgeX firmware which can be downloaded from the website is to be installed. Follow the procedure
given below :.
1. Downloaded the EdgeX firmware from the website.
2. Login to the gateway device using the credentials username : admin and password : admin.
3. Navigate to the Provisioning tab and proceed to the Upload device provisioning file section.
4. Upload the EdgeX firmware.

5. After upload when asked for option select Restart and wait for 2 - 3 minutes approximately for
the device to restart. When you restart the device, all the three LEDs will turn amber and when
the device is getting ready, the LEDs will turn green one by one.
6. Wait for all the three LEDs to turn green. Now the EdgeX firmware has been updated.
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Update the date, time, and NTP server settings
When any new CloudGate device is purchased, it will have the default factory settings for the date
and time. Based on the deployment zone of the device, the date and time is to be updated. Follow
the steps given below to update the date and time in the CloudGate device.
1. Navigate to System tab and go to Time Settings and select the required time zone based on the
deployment zone.
2. Under the NTP server, give pool.ntp.org and click Save Changes. This is the default NTP server,
but the NTP server will differ based on the different deployment zones.

3. Log in to CloudGate device by giving the command root@IP address of the Cloud Gate device
and press Enter.
4. Enter the password as public. You have logged in to the Cloudgate device remotely.
5. Check the date of the device by giving the command date in the console. If the date is not
correct, change the date of the Cloud Gate device by giving the command date
"201610241645" where 201610241645 denotes "yyyymmddhhmm" and press Enter
6. After changing the date, give the command date to check whether the date is updated or not.
Note: The date and time settings can only be done after the M2M agent is installed
in the Cloud Gate device. If you try to change the date and time settings before
installing the M2M agent, an error will be displayed as "Operation not permitted".
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Interface Settings
Cloudgate devices comes with an ethernet interface, WLAN and a WWAN (3G) interface.
To change the interface settings, the default password must be changed. Follow the below steps :
1. Login to the gateway device in the browser.
2. Navigate to the System tab and under Username & Password, change the default password.

To ensure uninterrupted internet connectivity in any mode (LAN, WAN, or SIM), follow the below steps :
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1.

Login to the gateway device in the browser.

2.

Navigate to the Connection Persistence tab.

3.

Enable Connection Watchdog by clicking Yes and add the following two addresses to check.
8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4.

4.

Disable the Use Ping in addition to DNS by clicking No. Enter the Checking interval as 450
seconds and click Reset Interface for Watchdog action.
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5.

Click Save Changes.

To configure LAN (one to one connections)
1. Navigate to Interfaces tab and select Main Ethernet.
2. Under the General settings, select the Mode as LAN.
3. Select WAN/LAN switch over as Yes.
4. Under the IP config settings, Enable DHCP server by clicking Yes.
5. Click Save changes.
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WAN settings
1. Navigate to the Firewall tab and under Default policies, select Accept for WAN-->Local.
You will be able to access the webpage only when this setting is done.
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2. While you are connected in LAN mode, navigate to the Interfaces tab, Main Ethernet
page. Under the General settings, select mode as WAN.
3. Select WAN/LAN switch over as Yes.
4. Under the IP config settings, select the IP mode as Dynamic or Static depending upon the
requirement.
5. Click Save changes.

3G Connectivity
1. Insert the SIM card into the Cloudgate device.
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2. Navigate to the Interfaces tab and select 3G connection.
3. Under the General settings, select Yes for WWAN Div Antenna if present and click Save
changes.

4. All the three LEDs will go off and the device will initialize again. In a moment all the 3 LEDs
should come green.
5. If the middle LED is RED, and home page status regarding 3G connection says
Disconnected, Pin settings has to be entered.
6. Navigate to the Interfaces tab and under 3G connection, enable the pin settings by
clicking Yes.
7. Enter the pin number and click Save changes.
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Onboarding the Gateway in WebNMS
The gateway and its connected sensors should be configured in the WebNMS application. Once it is
configured, down the Json file. It will be used by the EdgeX agent to acquire the data from the sensors,
process it, and send the data to the WebNMS application. To upload the Json file in the gateway follow
the steps provided below:
1. Login to the gateway using the credentials provided above.
2. Navigate to the Plugin tab on the main dashboard and select Agent configuration.
3. Click Choose files and browse for the location of the downloaded Json file. On upload, the data
from the gateway will be pushed to the application.
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Compatible Sensors
Analog sensors



Introduction



Limitations



Testing




Find the equivalent physical value

Connection to the Cloud Gate Device

Introduction
Analog sensors are the sensors whose value changes depending on the quantity of the
measured physical value. The measured value is represented by changing the output signal
proportionally. The compatible analog sensors are within the voltage limit of 0V to 10V.
Examples of analog sensors are the temperature sensors, the pressure sensors, the humidity
sensors etc.
Limitations
The only limitations for the analog sensors are the voltage limits i.e. 0v to 10v.
Testing
An analog sensor should be tested before connecting to the Cloud Gate gateway device. The
testing procedure is as given below:
1. Measure the voltage using the multimeter.
2. Use the voltage value obtained from the multimeter to find the equivalent
physical value.
3. Use the manufacturer data as base to find the equivalent physical value.

Find the equivalent physical value
Use the given formula to obtain the equivalent physical value:
(Max value -Min value) / (Max voltage - Min. voltage) = m
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b = Max value - (m * Max voltage)
Physical value = m * Voltage + b


Voltage - the voltage that the was obtained from the multimeter.



Max value of the voltage - The value available in the data sheet of the sensor.



Min value of the voltage - The value available in the data sheet of the sensor.



Max voltage - Max voltage value compatible with the Cloudgate gateway device.



Min voltage - Min voltage value compatible with the Cloudgate gateway device.



b & m are the variables used.



Physical value is the true value provided by the sensor.

If the sensor does not show the correct physical value as suggested by the manufacturer, the
sensor is damaged and should be replaced.

Connection to the Cloud Gate Device
The analog sensors can be connected to the telematics card on the Cloud Gate device in either pin 4 or
pin 13. One ground wire from the sensor will be connected to the ground pin i.e. pin 1 on the telematics
card. Once the sensor is connected to the Cloud Gate device, you will need to create a new config file in
the WebNMS server.
To create a new config file, refer to the User_Admin Guide.

Figure 5 : Pin configuration on telematics card for analog sensors
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Figure 6 : Example circuit for analog sensors
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Digital Input Sensors



Introduction



Limitations



Testing



Connection to the Cloud Gate Device

Introduction
Digital sensors are the sensors in which the signal is directly converted into the digital signal output. The
signal is usually measured in two states in digital sensors i.e. on state and off state. Typical example of a
digital sensor can be a door sensor, which gives the output in two states either normally closed (NC)
when the door is open or normally open (NO) when the door is closed. Some examples of the digital
sensors are the door sensor (magnetic), the LED lights, alarms, the push button switches etc. The
compatible digital input sensors are within the voltage range of -32V to +32V.
Limitations
The only limitation for the digital input sensors is the voltage limits of -32v to +32v.
Testing
The digital input sensor is to be tested before connecting it to the Cloud Gate device. To test the digital
input sensor, measure the voltage using a multimeter.


If the multimeter shows 0v or max voltage as suggested by the manufacturer of the sensor, it
can be connected to the Cloud Gate device.



If the multimeter does not show any reading, the digital input sensor is damaged and it must be
replaced.

Connection to the Cloud Gate Device
Digital input sensors can be connected to the telematics card on the Cloud Gate device in either
of the following pins: 10, 2, 11, 3, and 12. One ground wire from the sensor will be connected to
the ground pin i.e. pin 1 on the telematics card. Once the sensor is connected to the Cloud Gate
device, you will need to create a new config file in the WebNMS server. To create a new config
file, refer to the User_Admin Guide.
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Figure 7 : Pin configuration on telematics card for digital input sensors

Figure 8 : Example circuit for digital input sensors
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Figure 9 : Configuration for digital input sensors
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Digital Output Sensors



Introduction



Limitations



Testing



Connection to the Cloud Gate Device

Introduction
Digital sensors are the sensors in which the signal is directly converted into the digital signal output. The
signal is usually measured in two states in digital sensors i.e. on state and off state. Typical example of a
digital sensor can be a door sensor, which gives the output in two states either normally closed (NC)
when the door is open or normally open (NO) when the door is closed. Some examples of the digital
sensors are the door sensor (magnetic), the LED lights, alarms, the push button switches etc. The
compatible digital output sensors are within the voltage range of 0V to 3.3V.
Limitations
The only limitation for the digital output sensors is the voltage limits of 0v to 3.3v.

Testing
A digital output sensor is to be tested before connecting to the Cloud Gate gateway device. To test the
digital output sensor, inject a 3.3V power supply to the sensor.
If you get the output value, the sensor can be connected to the Cloud Gate device.
If you don't get any output value, the digital output sensor is damaged and should be replaced.

Connection to the Cloud Gate Device
Digital output sensors can be connected to the telematics card on the Cloud Gate device in either of the
following pins: 6, 17, 15, and 18. One ground wire from the sensor will be connected to the ground pin
i.e. pin 1 on the telematics card. A relay is connected to the Cloud Gate device and the sensor is
connected to the relay in the digital output sensor configuration. Once the sensor is connected to the
Cloud Gate device, you will need to create a new config file in the WebNMS server. To create a new
config file, refer to the User_Admin Guide.
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Note: Pin 15 and Pin 6 can be used with DO only if, it has not been used for RS485 connection.
If the pin 15 and pin 6 is used for RS485, it will automatically get disabled for DO connection
and the same will reflect in the pin configuration page of the WebNMS server.

Figure 10 : Pin configuration on telematics card for digital output sensors

Figure 11 : Example circuit for digital output sensors
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RS485 Sensors



Introduction



MODBUS Protocol



Limitations



Testing




Check the Sensor with MODSCAN

Connection to the Cloud Gate Device

Introduction
RS485 sensors are the sensors that transmits signal over two lines rather than on single ended with a
voltage referenced to the ground. The transmission is done via twisted pair of cables. A common
configuration for the RS485 sensors is the bus network i.e. multiple sensors can be attached to a single
cable over a long range of distance. Each sensor is given an individual id. This means that multiple
sensors will only use up one port on the data logger, saving considerably on cable and data logging
costs. At the moment, the compatible RS485 sensors with the Cloud Gate device are the ones which can
follow the MODBUS protocol. Examples of RS485 sensors are the energy meters, the humidity sensors,
and the temperature sensors etc.

MODBUS Protocol
MODBUS protocol follows the master-slave arrangement in which each device connected will
communicate using a unique address. Being said that, one node which is assigned as the master node
will initiate communication to one of the slave nodes and will have the unique address of that slave
node. Only the intended slave node will respond back to the communication initiated by the master
node. Other nodes might receive the data but they won’t acknowledge the received data.
MODBUS has different types of the variants like MODBUS RTU and MODBUS TCP.
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MODBUS RTU - MODBUS RTU is an open, serial protocol derived from the master/slave
architecture. It is a widely accepted protocol due to its ease of use and reliability.



MODBUS TCP - MODBUS TCP/IP (also MODBUS-TCP) is simply the MODBUS RTU protocol with a
TCP interface that runs on Ethernet. The MODBUS messaging structure is the application
protocol that defines the rules for organizing and interpreting the data independent of the data
transmission medium.
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Figure 12 : MODBUS details
Limitations
The only limitation with RS485 sensors is that it can be used only up to a range 1200m.
Testing
RS485 sensors are to be tested before connecting to the Cloud Gate gateway device. To test a
RS485 sensor, use a USB to RS485 converter. Once the connection is established, check the
sensor with a MODSCAN.
Check the Sensor with MODSCAN
To check the sensor with MODSCAN you need to know the COM port number of the USB
converter. For checking the COM port number of the USB converter, follow the procedure as
given below.
 Click on the Start button and then click on the Control Panel.
 Click on the Device Manager button. A new window will appear listing all the devices

connected to your system.
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Figure 13 : Device Manager Configuration
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Double click on the Ports (COM & LPT). A list of available serial and parallel port devices will
appear on the screen. Your USB COM port should appear on the screen with the number
assigned to it.



Open MODSCAN and click on the Connection tab. A new window will appear on the screen
where you will have to fill details like the COM port number, the baud rate, the word length, the
parity, and the stop bits and click OK.
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Figure 14 : MODSCAN Connection details



Click on the Connect button to establish the connection. Once the connection is established it
should show you a true value as given by the manufacturer.



If it displays the true value, the RS485 sensor can be connected to the Cloud Gate device.



If it does not display the true value, the RS485 sensor is damaged and should be replaced.

Connection to the Cloud Gate Device
To work with the RS485 sensors using the telematics card, the jumper settings are to be made
as given in the jumper section of the https://cloudgateuniverse.com/dashboard .
RS485 sensors can be connected to the telematics card on the Cloud Gate device in either of
the following pins: 15 and 6. One ground wire from the sensor will be connected to the ground
pin i.e. pin 1 on the telematics card. Once the sensor is connected to the Cloud Gate device,
you will need to create a new configuration file in the WebNMS server. To create a new
configuration file, refer to the User_Admin Guide.
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Figure 15 : Pin Configuration on the telematics card for RS485 sensors

Figure 16 : Example circuit for RS485 sensors
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Data Acquisition
Once the configuration file (a Json file which contains the info about where and how to collect
the data and alarms from the sensors) is uploaded to the device, the sensors starts transmitting
the data to the Cloud Gate device. The data is received at the Cloud Gate device where the
EdgeX agent applies some logic and processes this data to send the alarms to the cloud server
at the periodic intervals (time intervals as would have been configured in the cloud server). The
transmitted data is then collected and analyzed by the cloud server.

Figure 17 : Data Acquisition
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How to confirm if the data from the sensors is being received by the cloud server?
The solution is very simple to this problem. When the data starts getting transmitted from the Cloud
Gate device to the cloud server, the status in the configuration page will change from 'New' to 'Sync'.
Other possible way to check whether the data is being received by the cloud server is by checking the
Events page of the cloud server. The Events page of the cloud server will show a new entry for the new
device and a message will appear 'Manual configuration update'.

Figure 30 : Events page - Manual Configuration Update

How to check the data is being transferred to the cloud server?
Based on the periodic interval configured in the configuration file initially generate reports to check the
data that is being transferred to the cloud server. In order to do so, click on the Reports tab and select
the Cloud Gate device, performance metric, and the range. Click View graph and a periodical data for
the range applied will appear on the screen in the form of graphs. These graphs can be exported as
HTML if the need be.
The other way to check the data being transferred is to check the Events page where the periodic data
will get updated at the time intervals specified in the initial configuration.
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Figure 31 : Reports page showing the graphs of the periodical data
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Maintenance and Troubleshooting


For Mac and LINUX System



For Windows System

WebNMS support provides complete assistance for troubleshooting any errors that occurs during any
phase of data acquisition. For eradicating the errors completely, WebNMS support require the log
reports which can be generated by the user and then mailed to the iot-support@webnms.com.
For MAC and LINUX System
Follow the procedure given below to take the logs from any MAC and LINUX system.
1. Connect Cloud Gate device one to one with the system.
2. Open the terminal in the system.
3. Give the command sftp admin@192.168.1.1.
4. If you are connected to the terminal, the system will ask for password. Give the default
password as 'admin'. If you have changed the password previously, use the same
password.
5. Give the command mget - r/mnt/cust.
6. A folder will appear with all the log files.
7. Zip the entire folder and mail it to iot-support@webnms.com.

For Windows System
Follow the procedure given below to take the logs from any windows system.
1. Connect the Cloud Gate device one to one with the system.
2. Open the sftp or ftp application in the system.
3. Browse and transfer the file /mnt/cust.
4. A folder will appear with all the log files.
5. Zip the entire folder and mail it to iot-support@webnms.com.
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Frequently Asked Questions


How to make the IP address static if it is fluctuating?



Which sensors are compatible with cloud gate device?



How to change the pin configuration?



Why can't I see the data transferred on the WebNMS server dashboard?



How many devices can be connected to the cloud gate device?



How to identify if the sensor is working or not?



What are the specifications of the connection cables?



How to identify the IP address of the gateway device in case of DHCP network?

How to make the IP address static if it is fluctuating?
There is a option on the Cloud Gate device UI to provide static IP address for the device. This IP has to be
outside the DHCP IP range of the router to which it is connected. Follow the procedure given below the
make the IP address static.
1. Open browser in your system.
2. Load 192.168.1.1 and login to Cloud Gate, refer to Prepare the cloudgate device.
3. Click on the Interfaces tab on the Cloud Gate dashboard.
4. Click general on the dashboard.
5. Go to IP config settings on the dashboard.
6. Select the IP mode as 'static'.
7. Add the IP address and the Netmask.
8. Add the DNS 1 on the dashboard.
9. Click 'Save'.
IP address has been changed to static and won't fluctuate. In case, if the problem still persists, contact
iot-support@webnms.com.
Which sensors are compatible with cloud gate device?
Refer to the Compatible sensors with the Cloud gate gateway device for details on this section.
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How to change the pin configuration?
The pin configuration on the WebNMS can not be changed dynamically. The old mapping has to
be deleted and the new mapping has to be done. It is not possible to change the pin or device
name after initial configuration.
Why can't I see the data transferred on the server dashboard?
The possible cause for not receiving the data on the server end will be improper 3G connection.
If, 3G connection is not a cause of the error then you will need to send the logs to the WebNMS
support team, refer to Maintenance and troubleshooting section for details on taking logs.
How many devices can be connected to the cloud gate device?
Cloud Gate can be connected with 2 analog input, 255 RS485 devices, 5 digital input, and 4
digital output without RS485 or 2 digital output with RS485.
Note: Maximum 50 data points or 100 data points are recommended for better
performance.

How to identify if the sensor is working or not?
Refer to testing of the sensors under each sensor topic.
What are the specifications of the connection cables?
There is no particular specification for the cables. It is preferred and convenient to use
two/three core coaxial cables.
How to identify the IP address of the gateway device in case of DHCP network?
It can be done on LINUX based machines only.
nmap - sn <IP subnet>.0/24 will list all IPs on the network and it would be trial and
error for every IP to identify the CG. It is preferred to use static IP address in big network
situations.
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Feedback

Finding Product Documentation
All the documents related to WebNMS IoT are available in our Documentation section.
Feedback
You can send your valuable feedback to iot-support@webnms.com.
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